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Optimal Estimation Method
Principle Components
Principle Components Analysis
Potential Vorticity
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

RFM

(University of Oxford) Reference Forward Model

RSG

Remote Sensing Group

RTM

Radiative Transfer Model

RTTOV

Radiative Transfer for TOVS

SWIR

Short-wave infra-red

STFC

Science and Technology Facilities Council

TCCON

Total Column Carbon Observing Network

TOMCAT
VMR
WP

Toulouse Off-line Model of Chemistry And Transport
Volume mixing ratio
Work Package
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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE

This is the algorithm theoretical basis document (ATBD) for the RAL Remote Sensing Group thermal infrared
(TIR) IASI methane retrieval scheme. The purpose of this document is to provide a detailed mathematical and
physical description of the algorithm, as well describing the schemes inputs, outputs, and data products.

1.2

SCOPE

This document describes the version 2 RAL TIR CH4 retrieval scheme. The algorithm was developed by Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory (RAL) through its role the UK National Centre for Earth Observation (NCEO) (RD-1), with
additional support from Eumetsat (RD-14, RD-13). This ATBD was produced in frame of the ESA Methane+
project, to provide a consolidated description of the scheme, based on existing relevant documentation (RD-14,
RD-13, RD-16). Further development of the scheme, funded by the Methane+ project, will be reflected in a later
version of this ATBD.
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ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
HERITAGE

The RAL IASI TIR CH4 retrieval scheme was developed by the RAL Remote Sensing Group in earlier work for the
UK National Centre for Earth Observation (NCEO). The original (version 1) algorithm was extensively evaluated
in the Eumetsat study “IASI CH4 Operational Retrieval Feasibility – Optimal Estimation Method” (RD-14) and
published in RD-16. The dataset was archived with the Centre for Environmental Data Analysis (CEDA) in 2016
(RD-18), providing global, height-resolved atmospheric methane data for public use.
Further developments, leading to the development of the version 2 scheme described in this ATBD, were
explored in a follow-on study (RD-13). The new scheme improves over version by using results from the RAL
infra-red and Microwave Sounder (IMS) scheme (RD-15, RD-17) to define temperature profiles and surface
emissivity (instead of taking these from ECMWF analysis). The new scheme also introduces a latitude
dependence in the assumed a priori tropospheric methane and fits the isotopic ratio of 13-CH4. The version 2.0
dataset contains 10 years (2007-2017) of global methane retrievals and was archived in 2020 (RD-18).

3.2

OVERVIEW

The methane (CH4) retrieval scheme is based on the optimal estimation method (OEM), which solves an
otherwise under-constrained inverse problem by introducing prior information. The algorithm is applied to data
from the IASI instruments on board Metop A, B and C in the spectral range 1232.25-1290cm-1, to produce global
height-resolved CH4 estimates. The algorithm jointly fits methane with other parameters including water vapour
(main isotope and HDO separately), surface temperature, cloud fraction and cloud altitude.
The retrieval of (effective) cloud parameters is possible through the exploitation of nitrous oxide (N2O) spectral
features within the fit window (which have comparable strength to that of methane). This approach has been
extremely effective in mitigating errors in the methane retrieval caused by the presence of optically thin cloud,
partial cloud cover, and other geophysical variables.
The RTTOV forward model (currently v10.2) is used in the retrieval scheme with customised coefficients that
have been derived at RAL specifically for this application.
Collocated values of temperature (T), humidity (q) and surface spectral emissivity, required as a prior, are pre
retrieved using the RAL Infrared Microwave Sounder (IMS) retrieval scheme which was developed at RAL during
the study “Optimal Estimation Method retrievals with IASI, AMSU and MHS measurements” (RD-15, RD-17).
By fitting IASI measured spectra to an RMS in brightness temperature of order 0.1K, the scheme delivers CH 4
column average mixing ratios with a precision of around 20 ppbv. To achieve this level of fitting precision, it has
been necessary to derive in-house a model of the IASI noise-equivalent brightness temperature (NEBT) which
better represents the photometric noise in the 1250-1290cm-1 spectral region than the nominal IASI NEBT
model. In this spectral range the noise on a given spectrum is strongly affected by scene photon noise (i.e.
dependent on the band-integrated scene radiance).
At this fitting precision, retrieval diagnostics from the RAL OE scheme indicate there to be >2 degrees of freedom
for signal (see Figure 1), which is supported by comparisons of retrieved distributions at several different
pressure levels with those from chemical transport models.
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Without correction, the scheme generates methane mixing ratios that are biased by about 5% with some scan
angle dependence. This is currently corrected by (a) scaling assumed methane line strengths by a factor of 1.04,
and by (b) jointly fitting a scale factor for a (time/space invariant) systematic spectral pattern which is itself
derived to minimise the across track variations in methane over the Southern hemisphere oceans. These
corrections are assumed to be necessary to compensate for forward model errors - in particular errors in
spectroscopy and modelling of the CH4 line shape.

Figure 1: Averaging kernels for IASI retrievals of CH4 from the RAL fit window (typical mid-latitude conditions). These characterise the
vertical sensitivity of each retrieval level to perturbations in the true profile of methane. The panel on the left shows kernels for a noise
equivalent brightness temperature of 0.5K, from which the degrees of freedom for signal (DOFS) are around 1. With a fit precision of 0.1K
(panel on right) this increases to 2.56, and so two distinct layers in the troposphere / lower stratosphere can be resolved.
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OPTIMAL ESTIMATION

The retrieval scheme uses the standard optimal estimation method (RD-2). This solves the otherwise underconstrained inverse problem of determining atmospheric composition from radiance spectra by introducing
prior information in a statistically optimal manner, by finding the state which minimises the cost function:
𝑇

𝑇 −1
𝜒 2 = (𝒚 − 𝐹 (𝒙)) 𝑺−1
𝒚 (𝒚 − 𝐹 (𝒙)) + (𝒂 − 𝒙) 𝑺𝒂 (𝒂 − 𝒙 )

Equation 1

where



𝒚 is a measurement vector containing each measured value used by the retrieval
𝑺𝒚 is the measurement covariance matrix, describing the expected errors on each measurement.






𝒙 is the state vector containing estimates of each retrieved parameter
𝒂 is an a priori estimate of the state
𝑺𝒂 is the a priori covariance matrix, which describes expected errors in the a priori estimate of the state.
𝑭 (𝒙) is the forward model, a function which estimates the measured values, given defined values of
the state.

The solution which minimises this cost function is found using the Levenburg-Marquardt method (summarised
in RD-3). This finds the solution iteratively applying the following equation until convergence is achieved.
−1

𝒙𝑖+1 = 𝒙𝑖 + (𝑺𝒂−1 + 𝑲𝑻 𝑺𝒚−1 𝑲 + 𝛾𝑰)

−1
[𝑲𝑻 𝑺−1
𝒚 (𝒚 − 𝐹 (𝒙𝑖 )) + 𝑺𝒂 (𝒙𝒊 − 𝒂 )]

Equation 2

where 𝑲 is the weighting function matrix, which contains the derivatives of the forward model, evaluated at
state 𝒙𝑖 . The Levenburg-Marquardt parameter 𝛾 controls the rate of convergence towards solution. If 𝛾 = 0 the
equation gives the Newtonian method which will directly provide the desired solution, provided the forward
model is linear in 𝒙. If this is not the case then a larger value 𝛾 can be chosen to reduce the magnitude of the
state update. A sufficiently large value for 𝛾 should ensure that cost function for 𝒙𝑖+1 is smaller than 𝒙𝑖 , as the
update will follow the local gradient of the cost function. In the RAL implementation, 𝛾 is varied during the
iteration process as follows:
1) 𝛾 is initialised to a “small” (non-zero) value such that initially it has no significant impact on the update
of the state-vector. 𝒙𝑖 is initialised to a reasonable first estimate of the state, 𝒙0 . In this case the a priori
state is always used as first guess ( 𝒙0 = 𝒂 ).
2) 𝒙𝑖+1 is evaluated and the cost function value for this state determined.
 If this cost is larger than that for state 𝒙𝑖 , the update is rejected and 𝛾 is increased by a factor
of 10. This step is repeated starting from the same 𝒙𝑖 (until a defined maximum number of
steps is reached).
 If the cost is reduced, the update is accepted (𝒙𝑖 is replaced by 𝒙𝑖+1 ) and 𝛾 is decreased by a
factor of 10.
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If the cost from this iteration has changed by more than 1 (a potentially significant change
compared to the defined measurement errors), a new iteration is performed (up to a defined
maximum number of iterations).
Otherwise, convergence is tested by repeating step 2 from the new state estimate with 𝛾 = 0.
If again the cost has reduced by less than 1 the retrieval is considered to have converged (and
the process finishes).

Assuming the forward model is linear in the relevant range about the solution state and the measurement and
a prior errors are properly defined, then the error covariance of the solution state is reliably given by
−1

𝑻 −1
𝑺𝒙 = (𝑺−1
𝒂 + 𝑲 𝑺𝒚 𝑲)

Equation 3

The square-roots of the diagonal elements of this matrix give the estimated standard deviation (ESD) of each
element of the state vector.
The sensitivity of the retrieved state to the true state can also be characterised by the averaging kernel matrix:

−1

𝑻 −1
𝑻 −1
𝑨 = (𝑺−1
𝒂 + 𝑲 𝑺𝒚 𝑲) 𝑲 𝑺𝒚 𝑲

Equation 4

Elements of this matrix give the derivatives of each element of the state-vector with respect to changes in its
true value (subject to the accuracy of the forward model and its linearisation).
The trace of the averaging kernel (sum of the diagonal elements) gives the number of degrees of freedom for
signal (DOFS).

3.4

MEASUREMENTS

3.4.1 IASI
As illustrated in Figure 2: 2, methane is principally observed by IASI in spectral ranges around 1200-1350 cm-1
(7.9 µm) in the mid-IR, and 2450-2760 cm-1 (3.7 µm) in the short-wave IR (SWIR). Use of the SWIR band is
complicated by the fact that the reflected solar contribution is comparable to that thermally emitted by the
Earth. However, the solar reflected term in the SWIR can introduce distinct sensitivity to methane near the
surface, compared to that which can be obtained from the longer-wave. The potential to use the SWIR range
was evaluated in RD-13. So far it has not been possible to make use of this spectral range, partly because of the
relative low signal to noise of IASI in the SWIR compared to the TIR range. The RAL methane scheme currently
exploits only the TIR spectral range.
Following the work of Razavi et al (RD-9), we restrict the coverage used in the mid-IR to between 1232.25 and
1290cm-1. The range above 1290 cm-1 is avoided to minimise the impact of neglecting line-mixing on the accuracy
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of radiative transfer calculations. The range above ~1310 cm-1 is, in any case, of limited use due to the
increasingly strong attenuation of the useful signal by water vapour.
Figure 3: 3 shows radiance contributions in the spectral range used in the retrieval. As well as methane, there
are significant contributions from water vapour (main isotope), nitrous oxide (N 2O) and the minor water vapour
isotope HDO and methane isotope 13-CH4. All of these species need to be accounted for in the retrieval. CO2
and F11 also absorb weakly in the region, but are assumed to be uniformly mixed (and therefore modelled
implicitly by RTTOV with fixed profiles).
Within the 1232.25-1290 cm-1 spectral range, the following intervals are omitted due to the presence of
relatively strong systematic residuals from non-target species:




1245-1246.75 cm-1
1267-1270 cm-1
1288-1290 cm-1

Figure 2: Modelled contributions from dominant absorbers to the total observed IASI radiance (for typical mid-latitude conditions).
Yellow line shows for comparison a simply modelled solar reflected radiance (assuming a representative global mean land albedo). The
orange line shows the Planck function for a 290 K black body. The brown line shows the nominal IASI NESR.
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Figure 3: Modelled contributions from dominant absorbers to the total observed IASI radiance (for typical mid-latitude conditions). The
orange line shows the modelled radiance including all gases. The brown line shows the nominal IASI NESR.

3.4.2 SELECTION OF IASI OBSERVATIONS
Currently scenes which are strongly affected by cloud are not processed by the scheme. This selection is made
using a brightness temperature difference test to detect optically thick and/or high altitude cloud. The selection
checks the difference in brightness temperature between the IASI observation at 950 cm -1 and that simulated
on the basis of IMS pre-retrieved analysis (the a priori state for a standard retrieval as described below). If this
difference (observation – simulation) is outside the range of -5 to 15K, retrievals are not processed.
Further, due to the retrieval information content significantly degrading over very cold surfaces and poor
convergence when the retrieval is affected by strong near surface temperature inversions, only scenes with a
brightness temperature larger than 240K at 950cm-1 are processed.

3.4.3 MEASUREMENT ERRORS
Initial retrievals performed by RAL used the NESR for IASI band 2 from the IASI_NCM files provided by Eumetsat.
It was found that fit residuals were often considerably better than this noise estimate would predict. It appears
that the region of the band which is used is particularly favourable from the point of view of signal to noise.
Furthermore, the spectral standard deviation of the fit residuals varies with the scene radiance, in a manner
which would suggest signal photon noise to be the main source (see ). The IASI noise is thus modelled (in the fit
region) as follows:
Δ𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = √ℎ + 𝑜 𝐼 ̅
Equation 5

where




Δ𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 is the estimated standard deviation of the IASI noise in the methane fit range (in nW/cm 2/cm-1/sr),
which is assumed spectrally independent. Note that 1 nW/cm2/cm-1/sr corresponds to 10-7 W/m2/m-1/sr or
(approximately) 0.01 K considering a scene emitting as black body at 280K.
ℎ and 𝑜 are linear fit parameters. In the current retrieval, o=-26.38 and h=0.11067.
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𝐼 ̅ is the mean observed radiance in IASI band 2 (derived from theL1C spectra, as a proxy for the total input
intensity).

In addition, the standard deviation in the agreement between RTTOV and RFM (as shown in Figure 5: 5) is added
to this assumed inherent IASI noise, such that the square-root-diagonal elements of the assumed measurement
covariance are as follows:
2
2
Δ𝑦𝑖 = √Δy𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
+ Δy𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑉:𝑖

Equation 6

where Δ𝑦𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑉:𝑖 is the standard deviation in the difference between RTTOV and IASI in channel i.
The measurement covariance is assumed to be diagonal.

Figure 4: Derivation of noise model. Left-hand panel shows the mean IASI radiance across band 2. Centre panel shows the spectral
standard deviation of actual fit residuals. Right-hand panel shows the scatter density of the points on the map. Results are taken from a
single day of observations. The black line shows the simple linear noise model currently assumed. Dashed horizontal line shows the
nominal IASI noise (from IASI_NCM files) in the methane fit window.
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Figure 5: Mean and standard deviation in the brightness temperature differences between RTTOV (with RAL coefficients) and RFM lineby-line model.

3.5

FORWARD MODEL

The forward model (FM) used in the RAL IASI CH4 OE Retrieval is RTTOV (currently version 10.2). RTTOV
estimates radiances convolved with the IASI spectral response function by use of spectrally-averaged layer
transmittances, based on a fixed set of coefficients which weight atmospheric-state-dependent predictors. The
model is sufficiently fast to enable global processing of the IASI mission with modest computational resources.
RTTOV parameterises the instrument resolution transmission from space to a given atmospheric layer using
coefficients of derived using a line-by-line (LBL) radiative-transfer model. In order to allow HDO and 13-CH4 to
be modelled as a variable species, coefficients for RTTOV have been specifically determined for the relevant
spectral range by RAL. These are based on running the Oxford Reference Forward Model, RFM (ER-1), using
HITRAN 2008 (RD-85) (assuming no line-mixing). Calculations are performed for the same set of atmospheric
profiles used to obtain the standard RTTOV coefficients for IASI (as described in RD-22). (The predictors which
are regressed against these LBL calculations are also identical to those used in the standard RTTOV code).
In order to include HDO, without the need to change the RTTOV code itself (only the coefficients), HDO is
modelled using the RTTOV variable which nominally represents carbon monoxide (CO) and 13-CH4 is modelled
using the ozone(O3) profile. Thus, the CO and ozone predictors are used to represent the transmission
differences introduced by HDO and 13-CH4, respectively, as independent, variable species. More details on the
RAL approach to deriving RTTOV coefficients is provided in RD-8.

3.6

STATE VECTOR

The state vector for the retrieval scheme consists of 35 elements, as follows:




Surface temperature (K).
o a priori value: from pre-retrieved IMS data (see section 3.6.26.1 below).
o a priori error: 5K
Methane mixing ratio (ppmv) defined on 12 fixed pressure levels corresponding to 𝑧 ∗ values of 0, 6, 12,
16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 50, 60 km, where 𝑧 ∗ is a simple transformation of pressure, 𝑝, (in hPa) to
approximate geometric altitude (km):
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𝑧 ∗ = 16 (3 − log10 (𝑝))
Equation 7





The a priori profiles for methane are defined in a deliberately simple manner to ensure that variations
in the resulting products are clearly driven by measurement information. The approach is described in
section 3.7 below. Note that the FM linearly interpolates the state vector representation of the
profile(vmr as function of 𝑧 ∗ ) onto the much more finely resolved RTTOV internal pressure grid 1.
Natural logarithm of the water vapour (H2O) mixing ratio (ppmv) defined on 16 fixed pressure levels
corresponding to 𝑧 ∗ values of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 km.
The a priori profiles for water vapour are taken from IMS analysis, interpolated (linearly) onto these
pressure levels.
Scale factor for HDO. The HDO mixing ratio profile, 𝑟𝐻𝐷𝑂 (𝑝) is assumed to be given by
𝑟𝐻𝐷𝑂 (𝑝) = 𝑓𝐻𝐷𝑂 𝑓𝑖𝑠𝑜 𝑟𝐻2𝑂 (𝑝)
Equation 8










where 𝑓𝐻𝐷𝑂 is the retrieved HDO scale factor; 𝑓𝑖𝑠𝑜 is (fixed) isotopic ratio of HDO compared to the main
water vapour isotope assumed by HITRAN (3.107x10-4) and 𝑟𝐻2𝑂 (𝑝) is the (retrieved) water vapour
main isotope mixing ratio profile.
o A priori value: 1
o A priori error: 1
Scale factor for the ratio of 13-CH4 to the main methane isotope(defined in same way as the HDO
isotope factor, with same a priori value and error).
Natural logarithm of the cloud fraction, where cloud is modelled in RTTOV as a black body at a specific
altitude occupying a defined horizontal geometric fraction of the modelled scene.
o A priori value: -2.303 (corresponding to absolute cloud fraction of 0.01 when converted from
the logarithmic representation in the state vector)
o A priori error: 10 (specifying a fractional variation by factor 10 from the 0.01 a priori value)
Cloud pressure (as above).
o A priori value: 500 hPa
o A priori error: 500 hPa
Scale factor for mean fit residual (see section 3.9)
o A priori value: 1
o A priori error: 1
Scale factor for across-track fit residual (see section 3.9)
o A priori value: 0
o A priori error: 1

As noted above, the logarithm of the physical value is adopted for some elements of the state vector. This is
done to prevent the corresponding physical values from becoming negative leading to non-physical solutions.

1

It is important to reproduce this assumption when computing vertically integrated quantities from the retrieved
profile.
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Note that the profiles in the state vector are always defined on the fixed levels, even if these are below the
surface pressure. Profiles are always interpolated (linearly in log pressure) onto the fixed 101 pressure levels on
which the RTTOV coefficients are defined before being input to RTTOV. The surface pressure (from IMS) is also
passed to RTTOV. Profile values below the surface pressure are ignored by RTTOV. Retrieved profiles (and the
associated error characterisation) should be interpreted with this in mind – for example, the column averaged
mixing ratio should be determined by reproducing the interpolation onto RTTOV levels and integrating from the
surface pressure to space.

3.6.1 USE OF IMS DATA
The RAL Infrared Microwave Sounding (IMS) scheme developed during the study “Optimal Estimation Method
retrievals with IASI, AMSU and MHS measurements” [RD-15] enhances the 1DVar optimal estimation aspect of
the EUMETSAT IASI L2 retrieval and is explained in detail in RD-15.
The IMS scheme uses data from IASI and both microwave (MW) instruments on-board the MetOp platform; the
Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS) and the Advance Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU). Inclusion of the MHS
and AMSU MW channels allows temperature and water vapour soundings of the lower atmosphere even in the
presence of some cloud.
The IMS state vector is expressed in terms of Principle Component (PC) weights with 28 for the atmospheric
temperature profile, 18 for the humidity profile, 10 for the ozone profile and 20 for the spectral emissivity. The
state vector also includes elements for surface temperature, a spectral radiance bias correction factor (BCF),
cloud-top height (CTH), cloud fraction (CF) and cloud ice fraction (CIF).
Climatological monthly zonal mean profiles are used as the prior state for temperature humidity and ozone. The
profile principal components (and a priori errors) represent the variability of ECMWF profiles about the
climatological zonal mean.
In the retrieval of spectral emissivity, PCs were computed from the global covariance of the RTTOV
implementation of the UW IR spectral emissivity database [RD-4, ER-3] and RTTOV MW spectral emissivity
models. Spectral correlations between the IR and MW emissivities are included (derived from the RTTOV
representation of the spatial covariance of IR and MW emissivity).
Retrievals make use of pre-retrieved IMS data to define the following:





Atmospheric temperature profile.
A priori value of the surface temperature.
The a priori water vapour profile.
Land surface spectral emissivity. IMS provides emissivity in the sub-set of 139 IASI channels which it
fits. The spectral emissivity used in the methane retrieval is given by the linear interpolation of the
emissivity at IMS channels in the fit range (1230, 1234.25, 1239.25, 1240.5, 1242.75, 1244.25, 1245.25,
1247.5, 1252, 1257.75, 1260.25, 1266.25, 1268.25, 1271, 1278.5, 1282.5, 1284, 1285.5, 1288.75, 1291,
1293, 1293.5, 1296.75, 1300 cm-1).

3.6.2 USE OF ECMWF DATA
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Retrievals make use of ECMWF data to define the following:




Surface pressure.
Potential vorticity, which in turn defines equivalent latitude and the assumed N 2O field (see below).
Wind speed for the sea emissivity model in RTTOV.

Currently ERA-5 data is used, taken from the Centre for Environmental Data Analysis (CEDA). The form of ERA
interim output available at the CEDA has the following characteristics:




Horizontal resolution: 0.25° (latitude and longitude)
Vertical resolution: 137 model levels from surface ~0.01 hPa
Temporal resolution: hourly analysis.

For use in retrievals, EMCWF data is obtained at the nearest hour to a given observation. The field is bi-linearly
interpolated in latitude and longitude to the location of a given IASI observation.

3.7

METHANE A PRIORI

The methane a priori profiles are based on a combination of TOMCAT (ER-22) and MACC greenhouse gas flux
inversion fields.
TOMCAT output based on the stratospheric assimilation (RD-149) of measurements by the ACE-FTS instrument
was provided by the University of Leeds. These cover the period from 14 September 2008 to 9 September 2010,
sampled every 6 hours at a horizontal resolution of approximately 2.8 degrees, with 60 vertical levels from the
surface to 0.1 hPa. The zonal, annual mean of this dataset is determined using 5 degree latitude bins,
interpolating profiles from the model levels onto a set of 65 fixed pressure levels (𝑧 ∗ values of 0 to 64km in 1 km
intervals). The corresponding standard deviations in the zonal mean are also determined (shown in the left hand
panels of Figure 6: 6). This is used to define the stratospheric distribution.
In the troposphere, a fixed vertical profile is assumed with latitude dependence taken from the annual zonal
mean lower tropospheric mixing ratio of methane from the MACC greenhouse gas flux inversion data for 2009
(“v10-S1NOAA_ra”, see RD-20). For this purpose the tropopause is assumed to correspond to the methane
mixing ratio contour of 1.6 ppmv. The zonal mean methane values 3km (in z* units) below this contour are set
to that from the annual zonal mean MACC flux inversion. Linear interpolation is then used up to the 1.6 ppmv
contour. The resulting mean methane field is shown in the left hand panel of Figure 6: 6.
The a priori profile and errors used for a specific IASI retrieval are derived from these annual mean and TOMCAT
standard deviations as follows:
1.

To avoid strong and very height-dependent constraint to the a priori, a minimum, relative error of 10%
is imposed for the assumed prior errors. This is imposed in root-sum-square fashion as follows:
2

Δ𝑥𝑖𝑗 = √Δx 2𝑇:𝑖𝑗 + (0.1 𝑥𝑇:𝑖𝑗 )

Equation 9
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where Δ𝑥𝑖𝑗 is the adjusted standard deviation for latitude bin I and pressure level j ; Δ𝑥𝑇:𝑖𝑗 is the
corresponding original TOMCAT derived standard deviation and 𝑥𝑇:𝑖𝑗 is the TOMCAT/MACC derived
mean value. The adjusted standard deviations are shown in the right hand panel of Figure 6: 6.
The methane a priori profile and error is obtained by linearly interpolating the adjusted mean and
standard-deviation fields to the latitude of the IASI observation, using the centre latitudes of each 5°
zonal grid box. The values are also interpolated in altitude to the pressure levels defined in section 3.6.

Diagonal elements of the a priori covariance are set to the square of the adjusted standard deviations. Off
diagonal elements are defined assuming a Gaussian correlation in the vertical with full-width half-maximum 6
km (in 𝑧 ∗ units).

Figure 6: Illustration of methane a priori profiles and errors, derived from the TOMCAT and MACC fields. Left-hand panel shows 5 degree
multi-annual zonal mean, used as the a priori profile. Right-hand panel shows the assumed standard deviation (SD), used as the a priori
error.

3.7.1 WATER VAPOUR
The a priori water vapour was originally (in the v1 scheme) taken from ECMWF analysis. In the version 2 scheme
the a priori state is taken from the IMS output, however the same a priori covariance as the v1 scheme is used.
This is defined to account for errors in the analysis, including those introduced by the relatively low spatial and
temporal resolution of the available ERA-interim data. Although these errors are not strictly representative of
errors in IMS retrievals, the covariance is still found to be suitable for methane retrieval purposes. It is defined
as follows:
ERA interim data is taken for all 4 of the 6 hourly analysis times on a single day. The global covariances of
differences between neighbouring times and between neighbouring spatial samples (shifting one grid point in
both latitude and longitude dimensions) are determined:
𝐶𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒:𝑖𝑗 =

1
∑(𝑥𝑖,𝑘+1,𝑙+1,𝑚 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑘,𝑙,𝑚 )(𝑥𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑙+1,𝑚 − 𝑥𝑗,𝑘,𝑙,𝑚 )
𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑡 𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑛 𝑁𝑡
𝑘𝑙𝑚

Equation 10

𝐶𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒:𝑖𝑗 =

1
∑(𝑥𝑖,𝑘,𝑙,𝑚+1 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑘,𝑙,𝑚 )(𝑥𝑗,𝑘,𝑙,𝑚+1 − 𝑥𝑗,𝑘,𝑙,𝑚 )
𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑡 𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑛 𝑁𝑡
𝑘𝑙𝑚
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Equation 11

where





𝑥𝑖,𝑘,𝑙,𝑚 is the water vapour mixing ratio at model level I, latitude k, longitude l and time m.
𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑡 (=256) is the number of latitude grid points (corresponding to index k).
𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑛 (=512) is the number of longitude grid points (corresponding to index l).
𝑁𝑡 (=4) is the number of time samples (corresponding to index m).

Also considered is the ECMWF forecast background covariance (provided by ECMWF in 2010, considered
representative of the GEMS/MACC systems). A single covariance is provided, considered to be representative
globally.

Figure 7: Illustration of water vapour error covariances. The “total” error covariance is used as the prior covariance for water vapour in
the retrieval. In the top left hand panel, coloured lines show standard deviations (relative to the mean profile) of the various covariance
matrices described in the main text. The black line shows the global standard deviation of water vapour from the mean value (for
reference only).

The covariances are projected onto the retrieval grid as follows:
1.

The eigenvectors (principal components) and eigenvalues of the covariance (on the model grid) are
obtained such that
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𝑪 = 𝑼𝒕 𝚲 𝑼
Equation 12

2.
3.

where
 𝑪 is the original covariance matrix of eigenvectors
 𝑼 is the matrix of eigenvectors of 𝑪
 𝚲 is the diagonal matrix containing the corresponding Eigenvalues.
The eigenvectors are interpolated onto the retrieval grid, using the pressure profile of the model grid,
when surface pressure is 1013.25 hPa.
The covariance is reconstructed from the interpolated Eigenvectors (same Eigenvalues):
𝒕

𝑪′ = 𝑼′ 𝚲 𝑼′
Equation 13

The retrieval uses the total of the covariance associated with spatial and temporal shifts and the defined
background covariance. These are illustrated in Figure7. Note that the space and time covariances are
comparable, and both generally larger than the background covariance, except in the upper troposphere. The
total covariance has standard deviation about half of that of the global variation of water vapour from the global
mean profile (see black line in the top-left panel of the Figure 7).

3.8

MODELLING N 2 O

A fundamental feature of the RAL scheme is realistic modelling of the N2O profile such that the associated
absorption features can be exploited to enable cloud impacts on the methane retrieval to be accommodated via
retrieved effective cloud fraction and height. N2O is extremely well mixed in the troposphere and while the
tropospheric distribution of N2O is less variable than methane, N2O has a stronger gradient above the
tropopause. This leads to the influence of the stratosphere on the total column being greater. It is therefore
important to accurately model the N2O profile shape at the location of individual IASI observations. In this
scheme, variations in N2O in the stratosphere are modelled assuming the photochemically-induced variations
are captured by a monthly zonal mean climatology and that the dynamically-induced variations can be modelled
using equivalent latitude (RD-10, RD-11), derived from ECMWF analysed vorticity.
Because the photochemical processes controlling stratospheric N 2O have relatively long time-scales compared
to that of horizontal transport, there is an extremely strong, compact correlation between potential vorticity
(PV) and the mixing ratio of N2O, on a given potential temperature surface. Exploiting this relationship, the
climatological N2O distribution can be conveniently expressed in terms of equivalent latitude, which is effectively
a (isentropic level specific) unit conversion of PV: equivalent latitude is defined as the latitude circle which
encloses the same poleward area as a given PV contour, on surfaces of constant potential temperature.
For current retrievals, the ACE-FTS seasonal climatology for N2O (RD-12) is used, which is provided directly as a
function of equivalent latitude. This is filled below the tropopause with a fixed mixing ratio of 322 ppbv. This
climatology is linearly interpolated in day of year to the date of a given IASI observation. The 3D (latitude,
longitude, height) distribution corresponding to a given ECMWF analysis time is inferred from this 2D (equivalent
latitude, potential temperature) distribution as follows:
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ECMWF analysed vorticity fields on model levels are converted to potential vorticity on potential
temperature levels using standard routines provided by the Met Office. A fixed set of potential
temperature levels which oversample the standard model vertical grid by a factor of 2 is used to avoid
undersampling the model structure.
A set of PV values are defined for each level. The equivalent latitude corresponding to each of these PV
values (on each level) is evaluated, by computing the poleward area occupied by grid boxes with PV
greater than the each given value. This gives a look-up-table (LUT) for each level which translates PV
values to equivalent latitude.
The LUT is linearly-interpolated to the PV at all ECMWF model grid points, to give the equivalent latitude
distribution on the ECMWF horizontal grid.
The horizontally-gridded equivalent latitudes are interpolated vertically to the original model vertical
grid. This provides fields of equivalent latitude on the same grid as other ECMWF profile variables
(temperature, humidity). The corresponding N2O distribution is derived by bi-linearly interpolating the
equivalent latitude / potential temperature climatology.
The resulting “equivalent N2O” field is then interpolated to the IASI measurement location and time in
the same way as other profile variables (see section 3.6.2).

It is assumed that N2O is increasing linearly with time at a rate of 2.3% / year. This is currently achieved by
multiplying the N2O field as derived above (at all altitudes) by the factor:
𝑓 = 1+

0.0023
𝑑
365.25
Equation 14

Where d is the number of elapsed days since the beginning of 2009. From validation conducted in previous
studies (RD-14), this approach seems appropriate at least until the end of 2013. This growth rate was derived
from observed trends in flask data at Mauna Loa (from the NOAA Global Monitoring Laboratory, ER4). It may be
desirable to improve this approach e.g. using more detailed modelling in combination with surface observations
of N2O.
It is noted that the retrieved methane responds quite linearly to perturbations in the modelled N2O column (a
given relative perturbation in N2O will translate into a similar relative perturbation in methane). It is therefore
possible to approximately correct retrievals if better information on the N2O column is available post hoc.

3.9

FITTING OF SYSTEMATIC RESIDUAL PATTERNS

If no correction is applied, the retrieval is found to have small but significant systematic fit residuals, which vary
with across-track scan angle (<0.5K in brightness temperature). The scheme would also produce methane mixing
ratios which are generally positively biased compared to other data (TCCON, GOSAT, state of the art models).
In order to reduce these effects, the following procedure is adopted:
1.

In the latitude range of 75oS to 15o S, with the methane mixing ratio fixed to “equivalent” CH4 profiles
defined in the same way as that described for N2O, above. The profiles are scaled such that the average
fit residual for the nadir observations (i.e. across-track scan index 15 out of the 30 across track positions)
is negligibly correlated with the weighting function for a scaling of the methane profile.
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From these retrievals we derive the (i) the mean fit residual from the nadir retrieval (all 4 detectors of
scan index 15) , 𝒓𝟎 ; (ii) the mean residual considering both outer edges of the swath (all 4 detectors in
scan indices 1 and 30) , 𝒓𝑬 . The difference between these two patterns is also determined, 𝒓𝟏 = 𝒓𝑬 –
𝒓𝟎 . Patterns 𝒓𝟎 and 𝒓𝟏 are illustrated in Figure 7.
In the standard retrieval, pattern 𝒓𝟎 and 𝒓𝟏 are added to the simulated observations, after each being
multiplied by a retrieved scaling factor (𝑓0 and 𝑓01 , respectively). I.e the simulated measurement used
in the retrival is given by
𝒚′ = 𝐲𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑉 + 𝑓0 𝒓𝟎 + 𝑓1 𝒓𝟏
Equation 15

where 𝐲𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑉 is the result from RTTOV, for the current estimated state.

Figure 7: Systematic residual patterns used in the current retrieval (derived from measurements on 28 August 2009). Black line shows the
mean residual for nadir observations, i.e. index 15 of the 30 across-track views, averaged over all four detectors. Red line shows the
difference between mean of the residual for both extreme scan position (index 1 and 30) and the mean nadir residual.

4

RETRIEVAL SCHEME CHARACTERISATION AND ERROR ANALYSIS

Here we present an overview of the retrieval characterisation by summarising the OEM retrieval diagnostics
provided by the scheme. Validation results are provided elsewhere (RD-14, RD-18).
Although the retrieval directly fits the methane profile, height-resolved information is limited and it is usually
more useful to consider vertically integrated quantities, derived from the profile. Here we consider mainly the
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total column average mixing ratio and sub-column averages between the between the lower retrieval levels, in
particular the “0-6km” and “6-12km” subcolumns, where the pressure-altitudes are in z* (Equation 7), and 0
refers to the Earth surface. Dry air (sub)column average mixing ratio is the vertically integrated number of
molecules of methane (per unit surface area) divided by the similarly vertically integrated number of air
molecules (excluding water vapour).
The transformation from the retrieved methane mixing ratio profile, x, to the dry-air column averaged mole
fraction, c, can be expressed as a matrix operation 𝑐 = 𝑴𝒙, where 𝑴 contains the weights required to perform
the linear operations to (i) interpolate the profile defined on the state vector grid to the finer grid used in the
radiative transfer model (ii) integrate to give the total column amount (iii) normalise by the total column of dry
air. The ESD of the column average is then given by
∆𝑐 = √𝑴 𝑺𝒙 𝑴𝑻
Equation 16

The sensitivity of the retrieval to perturbations in the measurement is given by the gain matrix, 𝑮 = 𝑺𝒙 𝑲𝑻 𝑺−1
𝒚 .
The sensitivity of the retrieval to perturbations in the true state vector is characterised by the averaging kernel,
𝑨 = 𝑮𝑲.
Issues relating to the sensitivity of the retrieval to vertical structure and smoothing errors can be addressed
using the fine-scale averaging kernel:
𝑨𝒇 = 𝑮𝑲𝒇
Equation 17

The weighting function 𝑲𝒇 is distinguished from 𝑲 in that derivatives may be computed with respect to
perturbations on a finer grid than that used for the state vector. The averaging kernel for the sub-column average
is 𝑨𝒄𝒇 = 𝑴𝑨𝒇 .
The sensitivity of the retrieval is dependent on meteorological conditions (particularly the surface/atmospheric
temperature profile and thermal contrast between atmosphere and surface). This is reflected in the
geographical and seasonal variation in the profile ESDs as summarised, using retrieval results in 2009 and 2010,
in Figure 8. Corresponding errors for the total column are shown in Figure 9 (for zonal means) and Figure 10 (as
maps). Errors in the total column average are much smaller than at any individual retrieval level, because profile
errors for neighbouring levels are anti-correlated. Values shown are averages over all IASI retrievals for January
and July 2009, in 10 degree latitude bands. In the figure, the two months are presented as winter and summer
conditions, with data for summer conditions taken from the January zonal mean in the southern hemisphere
and the July mean in the north (vice-verse for the winter). Figure 11 to Figure 13 show the averaging kernels for
the total, 0-6km and 6-12 km columns, respectively. These are shown as a function of altitude but normalised
such that they represent the expected perturbation in the given absolute column amount (in molecules per cm 2)
with respect to a delta function perturbation in the same unit at a given altitude. I.e. under ideal circumstances
the total column kernel would be 1 at all altitudes; the 0-6km subcolumn kernel would ideally be 1 between 0
and 6km, and zero above.
Diurnal variations in surface temperature and air-ground thermal contrast cause the sensitivity of methane
retrievals over land to differ between daytime (descending node, 9:30am local solar time) and night-time
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(ascending node, 9:30pm) observations. Methane retrievals over land generally show greater near-surface
sensitivity in daytime than night-time. Due to thermal inertia of the ocean, methane retrieval performance is
more uniform with respect to latitude, season and time of day than it is over land, however vertical sensitivity
can be complicated where warm air from the land is blown over a colder sea surface. This effect leads to some
increases in total column ESD to the West of continents in Figure 10. In summer, daytime sensitivity is greater
over land than sea; however, the situation is reversed in the winter at mid-latitudes (when the sea is typically
warmer than the land).

Figure 8: Estimated standard deviation of the methane profile as a function of latitude and season, for observations in winter night and
summer daytime over land and sea.
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Figure 9: Estimated standard deviation of retrieval total column averaged methane as a function of latitude and season, for observations
over sea, daytime land and night-time land.

Figure 10: Average in 7.5 x 5 degree latitude/longitude bins of the ESD on the column average mixing ratio as a function of season (left
to right) and for day (top) and night-time observing conditions (bottom row). “JJA” = June, July August 2009; “SON” = September, October
November 2009; “DJF” = December, January, February 2009/10; “MAM” = March, April, May 2010
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Figure 11: Averaging kernels for column averaged methane as a function of latitude and season, for observations in winter night and
summer daytime over land and sea.
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Figure 12: Averaging kernels for 0-6km subcolumn averaged methane as a function of latitude and season, for observations in winter
night and summer daytime over land and sea.
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Figure 13: Averaging kernels for 6-12 km sub-column averaged methane as a function of latitude and season, for observations over sea,
daytime land and night-time land.
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L2 PRODUCT

5.1

OVERVIEW

Here we provide a brief description of the retrieval (L2) output files. More details on the practical use of the
products is given in the product user guide (PUG) (RD-21). This includes important advice on quality control and
on performing comparisons with independent data.
The format remains that of the previous version 1 product (to ensure compatibility with tools developed by
previous users). Some additional variables are added to convey some potentially useful correlative information
from the IMS retrieval (including a flag which indicates when the orbit is in ascending / descending node).
,

5.2

L2 FILE NAME

The filenames format adheres to the following naming convention:
<institution>-<processing level>-<product>-<sensor>-<additional segregator>-<IASI orbit start time>Z_< IASI
orbit end time >Z_<orbit section>-<version ID>.nc
E.g. ral-l2-ch4-iasi_metopa-tir_ims-20110629021455Z_20110629035654Z_000_049-v0200.nc
The segragators are defined asa below:










Institution: Indicator of where the data was processed, in this case “ral” for RAL.
Processing level: e.g. L1, L2, L3, In this case “l2”.
Product: The retrieved species, in this case “ch4”.
Sensor: Instrument and platform, in this case “iasi_metopa”.
Additional Segregator: To identify the algorithm, in this case “tir_ims”.
IASI orbit start time: In the format YYYYMMDDhhmmss (UT). This is identical to date/time used in the
original L1 file (for a full orbit).
IASI orbit end time: as above.
Orbit section: This contains the start and end scanline index within the L1 orbit. E.g. 000_049, 050_099,
100_149, 150_199, …750_799. In this case “000_049”.
Version ID: Version ID for the product, in this case “v0200”.
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FORMAT AND CONTENT

5.3.1 DATA DIMENSIONS
The dataset dimensions are as described in Table 1, below.
Table 1: Dataset dimensions.
Dimension
pdim
nmlev
nrlev
adim
rsfdim
edim
apsfdim
al1dim
vdim

Description
Number of retrievals
Number of model levels
Number of retrieval levels
Number of methane retrieval levels for which averaging kernels are
reported (only a subset to reduce the output file size)
Number of residual scale factors
Number of emissivity values
Number of a priori scale factor values
Number of AVHRR radiances
Number of off-diagonals (one half only) of the solution correlation
matrix

Value
Up to 1500
50
12
5
2
3
1
3
66

5.3.2 GLOBAL ATTRIBUTES
Global attributes of the dataset are set as described in Table 3, below.
Table 1: Description of the output NetCDF global attributes.
Global Attribute
creator_email
project
licence
platform
sensor
title
product_version
processor_version
repository_version
build_date
processing_date
date_created
institution
input_file
history
input_ims_id
input_ims_file
time_coverage_start
time_coverage_end

Description
RAL RSG contact email address
Project name (NCEO)
Details of data licence
Satellite platform (MetOp-A)
Instrument on-board the satellite platform (IASI)
Dataset description (IASI offline thermal-IR methane retrievals)
Product release version (X.XX)
Methane processor version (X.XX)
Subversion repository number for methane processor IDL code
Date/time of code build used for processing (YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ)
Date/time processing was performed (YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ)
Date/time NetCDF file was created (YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ)
Creator institute (STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory)
Input IASI L1b file on the CEDA archive
Auxiliary retrieval setup information
IMS pre-retrieval ID
Input pre-processed IMS L2 file
Start date/time of IASI orbit file processed (YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ)
End date/time of IASI orbit file processed (YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ)
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references
creator_name
geospatial_lat_max
geospatial_lat_min
geospatial_lon_max
geospatial_lon_min
processing_status
conventions
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RAL RSG website reference (http://www.ralspace.stfc.ac.uk/remotesensing)
RAL IASI products are developed with funding from the UK National Centre for
Earth Observation
Maximum geospatial latitude within file
Minimum geospatial latitude within file
Maximum geospatial longitude within file
Minimum geospatial longitude within file
Processing status (nominal)
CF compliance version (CF-1.6)

5.3.3 VARIABLES
Variable attributes of the dataset are described in Table 2, below.
Table 2: Description of the output NetCDF variable attributes. The retrieved methane profile and column, and their associated errors, are
highlighted in light blue.

Variable

Units

Description

Dimensions

ak_vmr

1e-6

pdim, nmlev, adim

ak_xvmr

1e-6

ap_ch4iso_sf
ap_ch4iso_sf_err
ap_ch4_vmr

1e-6

ap_ch4_vmr_err

1e-6

ap_ch4_xvmr

1e-6

ap_ch4_xvmr_err

1e-6

ap_cloud_fraction
ap_cloud_pressure
ap_hdo_sf
ap_hdo_sf_err
ap_surface_temperature
bt_diff

hPa
K
K

ch4iso_sf
ch4iso_sf_err
ch4_vmr

1e-6

ch4_vmr_err

1e-6

Averaging kernel for methane profile mixing ratios
(ppmv).
Averaging kernel for methane column-averaged
mixing ratio (ppmv).
Apriori 13CH4 scaling factor.
Apriori error on 13CH4 scaling factor.
A priori dry-air mole fraction of atmospheric
methane (ppmv).
A priori error on retrieved dry-air mole fraction of
atmospheric methane (ppmv).
A priori column-averaged dry-air mole fraction of
atmospheric methane (ppmv).
Estimated error on the retrieved column-averaged
mixing ratio (ppmv).
A priori effective cloud fraction.
A priori effective cloud-top pressure (hPa).
Apriori HDO scaling factor.
Apriori error on HDO scaling factor.
A priori surface temperature (K).
The brightness temperature difference (K) at 12
microns between observations and simulations
(based on ECMWF data). Used to initially screen
observations for cloud.
Retrieved 13CH4 scaling factor.
Estimated error on retrieved 13CH4 scaling factor.
Retrieved dry-air mole fraction of atmospheric
methane (ppmv).
Estimated error on retrieved methane profile
(ppmv).
Off-diagonals of the solution correlation matrix for
a subset of retrieval levels (as used for averaging
kernels).
Retrieved column-averaged dry-air mole fraction
of atmospheric methane (ppmv).
Column-averaged equivalent CH4 (modelled).
Estimated error on the retrieved column-averaged
mixing ratio (ppmv).
Retrieval cost function value.

ch4_vsx

ch4_xvmr

1e-6

ch4_xvmr_eql
ch4_xvmr_err

1e-6
1e-6

chim

-

pdim, nmlev
apsfdim
apsfdim
pdim, nrlev
pdim, nrlev
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
apsfdim
apsfdim
pdim
pdim

pdim
pdim
pdim, nrlev
pdim, nrlev
pdim, vdim

pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
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cloud_fraction
cloud_pressure
conv

hPa
-

day
ecmwf_alt

km

emis
emis_wn

cm-1

h2o_xvmr

1e-6

hdo_sf

-

hdo_sf_err

-

iasi_alt

km

ims_cloud_fraction
ims_cloud_fraction
ims_conv
ims_dt1000
ims_dt2
ims_jx

hPa
hPa
K
K
-

ims_jy

-

ims_surface_temperature
ims_iasc

K
-

lat
lon
mod_plev

degrees_north
degrees_east
hPa

month
n2o_xvmr_eql
nstep

1e-6
-

pixel_number
rad_avhrr_tir
rad_avhrr_vis

W/(m2 sr m-1)
W/(m2 sr)

ret_plev
ret_plev_ak

hPa
hPa

rsf

-

rsf_err
scan_line
scan_position
surface_pressure
surface_temperature
sza
time_in_msec
vza
year

hPa
K
degrees
msec
degrees
-
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Retrieved effective cloud fraction.
Retrieved effective cloud-top pressure (hPa).
Flag indicating retrieval convergence (1=fully
converged). Results with other values should be
used with more caution.
Day of the month (1-31).
Spatially interpolated ECMWF surface altitude
(km).
Modelled surface spectral emissivity at selected
wavenumbers.
Wavenumbers for which modelled surface spectral
emissivity is provided.
Retrieved column-averaged mole fraction of
atmospheric water vapour in air (ppmv).
Retrieved HDO scaling factor (effective HDO
amount compared to HITRAN assumed ratio of
HDO to main water vapour isotope).
Estimated error on the retrieved HDO scaling
factor.
Surface altitude (km) corresponding to IASI
measurement, based on averaging GTOPO30 to
12km resolution and sampling every 0.05 degrees.
IMS (pre-retrieval) cloud fraction.
IMS (pre-retrieval) cloud fraction.
IMS (pre-retrieval) retrieval convergence.
Surface - 1000m air temperature difference.
Surface - 2m air temperature difference.
IMS (pre-retrieval) retrieval cost function value
(state vector component).
IMS (pre-retrieval) retrieval cost function value
(measurement vector component).
IMS (pre-retrieval) surface temperature (K).
IMS (pre-retrieval) flag indicating IASI ascending
(1) or descending (0) node.
Latitude (degrees_north).
Longitude (degrees east).
Pressure levels of true state in provided averaging
kernels.
Month of the year (1-12).
Column-averaged equivalent N2O (modelled)
The average number of retrieval steps (number of
calls to the forward model).
IASI detector pixel (0-3).
AVHRR L1 (tir) radiances in channels 3b, 4 and 5.
AVHRR L1 (vis/nir/swir) radiances in channels 1, 2
and 3a.
Retrieval pressure levels (hPa).
Pressures of retrieval levels (hPa) for which
averaging kernels are provided.
Scale factors for the mean fit and across-track
residual patterns.
Errors on residual scale factors.
Number of scan line (0=start of orbit).
Position within scan line (0-29).
Surface pressure (hPa) used in the retrieval.
Retrieved surface temperature (K).
Solar zenith angle (degrees).
Time of day in msec since midnight (UTC).
Sensor zenith angle (degrees).
Year.

pdim
pdim
pdim

pdim
pdim
pdim, edim
edim
pdim
pdim

pdim
pdim

pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
nmlev
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim, al1dim
pdim, al1dim
nrlev
adim
pdim, rsfdim
pdim, rsfdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
pdim
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